
PART II 

CHAPTER IX 

While tracing the historical background Qf Kant• s. 

aesthetics (in Part I, Chapter I) we had occasi,on to notice 

that the concept of disinterestedness was intended to be used 

with a moral concern. The conceptual passage to disinterestedness 

ivas marked by a transformation of private interest into public. 

in·terest. It was at h . .,nt 1 s hands that the concept underwent a 

metamorphosis and acquired the aesthetic dimension. Whether a 

si~ilar phenomenon can be noticed in the Indian tradition remains 

to be ascertained. 

It is no·t easy to find a notion in sanskrit equivalent 

to Kant• s "disinterestedness". /Vhatever· terms are there, they 

are pr.i_111arily ontological, i.e., are descriptive of an ethical 

achievement on the part of the human self. 'l'erms like anasals!!, 

nirmamatva, etc., indicate states of the self, or i·ts attainment 

of a poise. These terms imply a non-egoistical mode of being. 

According to the tradition, a non-egoistic mode of being is_at 

once moral and 1 aesthetic. It is moral because by attaining to such 

a mode of being the self transcen<Js its privations and becomes 

capable of participating in the affairs of· the world spontaneously. 
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It is aesthetic since in such a poise the self enjoys a freedom 

which is blissful. The good and the beautiful, Subha and sobhana 

are complicative notions. There is some truth in the relationship. 

In Kant ·the good and the beautiful stand in a symbolic relationship, 

the beautiful is the symbol of the good1 • ~ve shall ci·te two 

instances to indicate the closer connection between the aesthetic 

and the moral in the Indian tradition. The Samyutta Nikaya 

narrates that c;.nce Ahanda had remarked that only the half the 

holy life had to do >vith lovely. 'rhe Buddha said, 11 Say not so, 

Ananda, it is the whole, not the half of the holy life112 • In 

the present century Rabindranath Tagore has written pers~asively 

enough : 11 Beauty is good in its fullness as fullness of Beauty 

is Good incarnate 113
• It may be mentioned that the Greeks had a 

univocal term Kales for both the good ··and the beautiful 4 • 

In the Indian tradi·tion disinterestedness. is a property 

of a self, which is creative either morally or aesthetically, 

and. a quality of a class of judgment. when Kant says that the· 

judgments of taste are aesthetic, tQat is, they relate to the 

subject, and if disinterestedness is a quality of such judgments, 

then it becomes possible to say that the judging subject eilj oys 

itself in its disinterestedness. Sven though there is great 
I 

in~;;ight in Kant• s iCieas, ye·t it sh• ..... uld be berne in mind that 

11 subj ect 11 is an epistemological notion, while 11 the sel£ 11 , vlhich 

dominates all Indian discussions of the matter, ancient or modern, 
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if frankly ontological. It is arguable that if the self abides 

in a disinterested mooe of being it can freely enter into a 

relation of empathy with its other, and hence universalizability 

in the moral and conUTlunication in the aesthetic domains become 
::_'; 

possible. A £odhisattva' s is a disinterested awarc·tess, he can 

feel ti"1e joys and sorrows of others as if they were his own. 

And interestingly enough, the grades of his.consciousness, such 

as vimala, J2Eabhakari or ~:!:_smati, etc. are aesthetic paradi9ms. 

A bodhisattva is disinterested in the sense of a _!llUkta, a 

departicularized consciousness which can freely relate itself 

wi·th everything as though the barriers between itself <md its 

others had fallen away. Such a mode of being, according to the 

tradition in India, is the prerequisite of both morality and 

art. Keats wrote in one of his letters : ,11 If a sp2.r:-row came 

before my window, I take part in i·ts existence and pick about 

the gravel". In a disinterested or mukta mode of consciousness 

there is a deliberate suspension of individuality, an utter 

submission to the real, a complete absorption in the object as 

it is, so as to breathe i·ts life and enjoy its form. 

'rhe ·theony of perception entployed in the f!:~!.Sl:q,e _Ef. 

~~-li~-~!2 Clistingui.shes form and ma't~ ter. In the opening para

graphs of the first Cri·ti_que' s Transcendent.al Aesthetic Kant 

breaks up appearance into formal and material cor,:jtituents •. 

Pure representations contain nothing belonging to sensation. 

The appearance which corresponds to sensation is ~tter, and 
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form is whatever is re~ponsible for the unity of a manifold of 

perceptions. The matter of appearance is given by sensation, its 

form lies ready for the sensations a priori in th~ mind. This 

leads to a doctrine of abstraction according to which the formal 

aspects of the represen~ation of objects can be separated from 

the matter of sensation. The above theory of perception is pre

supPosed in Kant• s aesthetic theory. !-lis not·. j_on of the 11 form of 

finality" is the aesthetic analogue of the epistemological ·notion 

of the form of appearance. vve have already dwe 1 t on Kant 1 s 

thesis that consciousness of disinterestedness is indifferent 

to existence as well as conc(~pts. A development of this thesis 

is to be found in Croce • s notion of intuition as preconceptual. 

·-

The non-conceptual nature of disinterested consciousness 

is an interestin~J affair. 'l'he Buddhist theory of perception 

emphasizes a mode of awareness which is non-conceptual, and 

hence non-judgmental. It is an apprehension of the real, as 

it is (yathabhuta), without involving concepts, and therefore 

does not hazard an inference. Buddhists argue that to classify 

or to subsume the given real under concepts is to get involved 

in an inferential process. It implies that one goes b~yond the 

the primary datum of experience. ·rechnically it is called 

nirv.:!;)~~J2.aka ,Eratyaksa. The point now is that if disinterested 

consciousness is an awareness only of the formal aspects of 

objects such· that delight could be t~~en in them, then there 

may be a conceptual link beb.veen Kant• s notion of disinterestedness 
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in aesthetics and the Buddhist theory of Erat~aksa as 

- 5 -Kalpanapodham Kalp~ is the activity of thought by which a 
---~-

name is given to the object. The real with which we come into 

contact is inexpressible, and what we express has concepts for 

its province. The given is the unique, the known is the typical. 

The object of perception is like itself, svalaksana. It may be . . ------
thought that in the disinterested n10de of consciousness the 

real is not tvv'isted out of its shape to make it into an object 
., 

·of Jmowledge. Kant apr)ears to deny the possibili·ty of nirvikalpaka 
' ~ 

EEatyaksa, since he says that perceptions without concepts are 

blind, and concepts without perceptions are empfty. But the 

6 
Ef2lego~ .distinguishes judgments of perception and judgments 

of experience. The thi.rd Cri!iqu~~ notion of disinterestedness, 

indifferent as it is to concepts, may plausibly be looked upon 

as intended to establish the aesthetic svalaksana as its prcper . . 
object7 • Our contention is not altogether unwarranted. Carritt•s 

perceptive remark is worth citing in this context. "I<;ant conti-

nually seems be striving, but from which he always recoils, the 

aesthetic activity is the intuition of 2n i~dividual as it is in 

itself, transcending or escapin9 the concepts both of science 
·:..1 

and of historical existence, and further this indJvidual is in 

the last resort a state of our own mind118• 

The problem of aesthetics in InCiia has mostly been 

conceived of as a problem of meaning. There has been a search 

for meanings beyond individual words and beyond grammatical 
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forms, meanings that ere miraculously revealed in great litera

ture. It is argued that disinterested consciousness, bh_~~ 

.varana cit, reveals fleshes of insight' beyond meanings already 
• 

stabilized in etymology 'and grarmnar. One of the chief o~fices 

of poetry is to be engaged in finding linguistic ·~xpressions for 

meanin~s as yet unexpressed. Interestingly enough, Kant has a 

vie';V of poetry which .is akin to the cvncept of poetry mentioned 

above. In Section 53 of the gritique~~dgroont Kant writes that 

poetry 11 expands the mind by setting the im.:,sination at liberty 11 

and offers 11 a wealth and thought to which no verbal expression 

is corrpletely adequate 11
, and thereby it rises 11 aesthetically 

to ideas 11 • Poetry, for Kant, is 11 a sort of schema for the 

supersensible 11 
1 it cvnsiders and judges nature 11 as a phenomenon 

in accordance with aspects which i·t does not present in experience 

either for sense or uncerstanding 11
• This ide a of ; >Oc..,try is based 

on Kant's theory of aesthetical idea. An idea, according to Kant, 

is a represen tati.on referred to an object. 'rhese are principles 

of such reference. But no object is ever adequate to the idea. 

If an ic:.ea is referred to an intuition according to the principle 

of the han.ony of the cognitive powers, the idea is aesthetical, 

since the principle is subjective. P.s Kant says, "An aesthetical 

idea cannot become a cognition because it is an intuition (of 

the imagination) for which an adequate concept can n~ver be 

9 
fvund 11 

• such ideas are 11 inexpenible representatic>n of the 
0 ' 

imagination 11
1 that is they cannot be .reduced to concepts. 
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~ve may now turn the concept of poetry e>.s, Vyan,9l2 or 

dhvani, lvhich we have said to have a ~3triJ~ing resemblance t.o 

Kant's idea of poetry. Meaning in poetry is said to be two--fold, 

direct and oblique. It is said that the two meanings are though 

often interrelated, yet the direct meaning is subordinated to 

the oblique. The former suggests and r:·einforce~s the latter. The 

oblic~ue meaning is the soul of poetry, it infonns the \vOrdE: and 

sentences that constitutes its body. 

Let us see hOVJ this posj_tion i::: estabLLshed. Anandc:.vardhana 

says tha·t words have a fixed meaning attached to them. It js this 

meanincJ_ •.vhich is employed in the transactions of history, .;·.cience 
\ 

and philosophy, in the daily life as well. ~rhe sci.:..ntist or the 

historian of the philosol--'her or the man in the street want.;. to 

express or prove sorne·thing. But be_y<nu this hj_s words do nc•t 

-
express any personal connotation. The <:1rtist who always expresses 

a personal view of things has to impact his own meanings into 

words. To do this he must take note o:f: the convention. The 

g.r:c atest poe·t is the gre c:1test servant of th~;: J..:mgu a<;Je, ::.;aic 

T.S. Eliot. He merely transforms the given reality, lingui::tic, 

factual or historical. Shakc~speare•s !~.rr~ony and Cleopatra is 

based on history, but it is original by Virtue of Lne new rreaning 
i 

read into the common mater:ic:1lE:. "l'h8 imcS}e of the flame is invuked 

by writers cf Sanskrit poetics. It will help ·to elucidate the 

relation that poetry has to life. If a lamp is lighted in a dark 
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room it not only discovers itself but helps us tc see everything 

else that is inside the room. Similarly the olique meaning which 

is the soul of poetry. If we read Antony Efld Cleopatra, we appre

ciate the Antony and Cleopatra in the drama. This appreciation 

also knits us to life, because we get a portraiture of the 

emotional and moral problems that assail us. 

How is it that we are affected by the emotions and moral 

problems of the Antony and the Cleopa·tra in Shakespeare• s ·:irama? 

Surely something is projected beyond them, something which was 
;.') 

in ShdZespeare and our: aL:>l..~reciaticm. All these combine to •.:voke 

a meaning that is much beyond the individual characters. It is 

this total meaning in which all may h::1ve shr.::re which is th-:l 

source of beauty or rasa. 

It is of cou1:se easier to say what rasa is not. It .Ls not 

like anything in real life, it is in this sense un-earthly, 

alaukika. Aesthetic emotions are not subj e:ct ·to change, it is -------- \ 

said, they are stable. The Rama of the Ram aye~ is inc.tiffe:-::-ent 

to existence, has nothing to do with t:.he Rama of real' life:. The 

emotions they evoke are different. '.l'he nightingale Keats hds 

celebrated in his Ode was •mmortal•, 11 was not born for dea1:h 11 • 

I h i ' . b d li h l 'l'hat is the .r·e;:Json w y ~~ s sa~ci t(J e enjCJye , re s ec or 

tasted than produced or created. To ae!sthetic emotion noth.:J.ng in 
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real life can be likened. The only ·ground for accepting it. is 

that it is experienced. And su, art C.oes not lead to any action. 

Art is pure enjoyment or contemplation. As Krishnachandra 

Bhattacharyya has put the matter, a. tragedy may be heart-.rending, 

but it does not break our hearts. we do ll,Oi:. weep eyer rather 

commemorate a tragic incident. According to the Indian trcdition, 

the impersonality of art is the central thinr~ in it. The first 

act of Kalidasa• s sakt.mtala describes a dee.r· flying for life. 

The beauty of description is, indeed, derived from the representa-

tion of fear, but whose fear? One might ask. If it is on~y the 

alarm of the deer, we should have nothing to do with it. If the 

fear is ours, of the poet and his readers, we should run a;t~ay 

like the deer or at l~ ast feel perplex-ed and should experit3nce 
I 

an incipient impulse to ,flight. But we have no 'such tremour the 

feeling of fear deyicted in the scene is impe.r:sC.•i,.-!.1 fear. Tve are 

with the deer and yet away from it. This is the miracle of 

emotions in art. 

However, to say that aesthetic emotic.ns are sui gent-;ill 

is· not to mean that it is unrelated to life. They are the ~;arne 

emotic:ns that we feel in real life .-=md tha·t i~ one of the links 

binding art to life, only they suffer.· a change as they pass 

through the tr~nsforming process of art. 1vorks of art may be 

said to schematize, as it.were, aes·thetic feelings, which inheres 

in such' \vorks and is independent of them. 
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The connection between rasa ru1d oblique meaning may now 

be indicated. The ~Mahabha~ narrates many mighty incidents, 

but its total meaning is vairagya or renunciation. So says 

Abhinavagupta10• But what does this mean? It means that if such 

be the meaning of poetry, then whatever goes to constitute the 

body of poetry such as plot or charac!=-er or technique, etc:., 

can have no finality of their ovm. They are ~;i·,_.nificant f so 

far as they serve to realize the intended rasa. When the rasa 

is realized, it is enjoyed equally by the poet and the rec::=der, 

that is to say, it is partly independent of the former. qften· 

the intended meaning 1s different from the meaning conveyed. The 

emotion embodied in·poetry is not the poet's personal emotion. 

The poet may feel the emotion or idea deeply enough, but he needs 

a detachment ·to compose poetry. Poetry is not letting loose of 

emotion, but as Eliot has sug~Jested, it is an escape from perso-

nality. It is only an emotion· which transcends the limitations 

of a personal 1 affect• so that it can be enjoyed as an aesthetic 

state. _'.rhat is why the oblique meaning of a passage can have an 

existence indel...~endent of the one intended by ·the .:;peaker. The 

poet half discovers and half creates his meanings. 

How are the direct anc the oblique meanings related·] 

This i~sue, in a way, touches on Kant's dis·t.inction between free 

(or pure) m1d adherent beauty. Are they related as the effect on . ' 

·the cause, or as ends on means? Does direct meaning have a 

regulating effect on the poem? If so, then ~ 9an not be as 
i 
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2lau~ as it is claimed to be. It may be noted that Anandavar

dh ana lays greater emphasis on the link with the direct meaning 
0 

and Abhinavagupta on the alienness of obliquity. In this respect 

Kant's notion of free beauty resembles Abhinavagupta 1 s accent 

on the alauJ~ika~~ of rasa. 

One may even ask whether the distinction between pu1·e and 
' 

adherent beaut.y exists at all. In section 48 of the third· 1 

Critique, Kant says that in callinid a woman bt::!autiful we sj.mply 

mean that nature represents in her form the purposes of a 
0 

woman 1 s form. we do not know the purposes of n.:~ture in hum;m 
, , I 

form. If, as Kant appears to thinJ<, female beauty were to be 

classed ruther with animals and churches, yet we cannot say that 

in any of these beauty is proportionate to the fulfilment of 

purposes, unless amvng those purposes we include beauty. Are we 

not to distinguish between the 'beauty• of mother figurine:1 such 

as. the Venus of Lausse111 and that of Botticelli • s Venus? \11/e 

are· to, and we do. Why'? Because beauty and perfection is so 

intimate at times that the value of the one may depend in part 

on the value of the other. One need not always be asking v1hat 

the picture is 1 of •, or what the poem .i,s 1 about•, and gett.ing 

in repJ.y words which express concepts. such a notion of expression 

in art would b~ lamentably prosaic. In point of f <...ct, ever.:~ work 

of art creates the concept or standard by which, if by any, it 

must be judged. 



11 The poet's eye, in a fine frenzy rolling, 

Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven 

And imagination bodies forth 

The forms of things unknown, the poet•s pen 

Turns them to shapes, and gives to airy nothing 

A local habi·tation and a name 1112 • 

Ivlorris I'Veitz 13 has argued that theories in matters of art are 
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doomed to failure. Aestheties teaches us what to look for and 

ha.v to look at. it in art. Likewise, witn regard to the relation-

ship of direct mearling to the oblique, we may say thc1t the one 

is separable· from the other, nei·ther is directly meaning com-
.. ' 

pletely submerged in what it projects, it may continue to be 

appreciated along with the oblique m~!aning. ~rheir relation may 

be appropriately likened ·to the grace or loveliness proceeding 

from woman• s Beautiful features. 'l'he nameless yrace is no·t 

disembodied, it is not only to be relished but also to be valued. 

It will have been noticed that disinterestedness and 

impersonality are buund together by a conceptual link. Indeed, 

they are modes of the spirit in man, its auton,(Jmy qnd in~epei)dence. 

And that is why ~ has time and again, been described in such 

terms of spiritual release as Svaprakasanandacinma~ or 

~ha?navarm;a _]~deva __ ~:s~. The conCE?pt of meaning as Vac::r:.~ 

oemarcates the domaiNs of theory and practice, but meaning as 
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Correspondingly, the self in i·ts poise of disinterestednes:3 or. 

impersonality is in a ·state of release from the confine and 

deH:ands of objective know ledge and utility. It is not for nothing 

that Tagore held that literature is a continual commentary on the 

Upanisadic text, rasovaisah13• 

·. 
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